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Use of ICT in English Language
Teaching and Learning

3 Dn Gurudevi U. Huteppanavarmath*
There has been a global technological impact and scientific

development largely. This development has widespread impact on every
aspect of human life. Naturally, the realm of education is also affected
by the technological progress and various forms oftechnological media
have been in use in education world over. While in a few countries the
use oftechnolory is fairly widespread, in most places such a use is scant.
The technological devices and programs however are mostly framed
keeping in view requirements of the teacher and adopted as an aid in
classroom teaching.

Educational technolory comprises all kinds of modern media"
methods and materials that are used for development of experiences. It
has aims like making the teaching learning process of ef,[ective, efficient
and interesting. In the past all teaching mostly depended on verbal
communication between the teacher and the student in the fonn ofprinted
materials or textbooks and workbooks. Interactive printed materials and
textbooks continue to play a significant role in the learning process today.
But students todaypreferto learn facts, skills and attitudes from pictures,
television, recorded word, programmed lessons and other media.

The concept of educational technolory was limited to the use of
simple audio visual aid in the process of teaching and learning earlier.
Iater oq wilh the industial and technological developments, sophisticated
gadgets were used. After the independence various measures were taken
to modernize the educational technology and attempts were made to
show educational films and slides and these were projected in schools
and colleges for updating knowledge and skills of pupils and tutors. The
concept of educational technolory has ushered in a new era in the
discipline of education. Recently NCERT has established a center of
educational technolory. As GOM. Ireith has rightly said 'Educational
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technolory is the systematic application of scientific knowledge to teaching
and training. In the absence of scientifically established principles,
educational technology implements techniques of empirical testing to
improve learning situations.

An ideal language lesson should motivate the students to receive
the new lesson to be taught present the language components to be
learnt and reinforce the learning by giving adequate scope for practice.
To accomplish this computer language laboratory and LCD projectors
are used frequently in the teaching process now days. They are called
audio visual aids. They, by making an impact on the ears and eyes ofthe
learners creating lasting impressions ofthe lesson on the pupils mind. In
the words of Deva Singh, 'Audio visual aids help to acquire an indirect
experience of the matter. The vocabulary and the subject matter are
well grasped power ofobservation and imagination develops; interest in
studies is sustained and effective command on the language is gained.
Audio visual aids are very effective in clarifring, in makingthe lesson
interesting, and stimulating to the learners.

Radio is one ofthe most common tlpes ofaudio aids used today
to teach English in several ways. R G Reynolds writes: Radio is the most
significant medium for education. As a supplement to classroom teaching
its possibilities are almost unlimited. Its teaching possibilities are not
confined to the five or six hours of the school day. It is available from
early morning till long after midnight. By utilizing the rich educational
cultural offerings, however remote have access to the best of world's
store ofknowledge and art. Someday its use as an educational instument
will be as commonplace as text books and blackboards. Radio is a less
expensive gadget and its maintenance is meager. A radio lesson is not
affected by the size of the class; a radio lesson can help to cultivate
listening habit, which is an important language skill. Moreover, radio news
channels usually present the accepted forms of pronunciation, intonation
and stress. Students can be encouraged to listen to BBC andAlREnglish
news. Valuable radio programmes can be recorded on the tape and can
be played back whenever necessary for teaching. After the end of the
programme the teacher must discuss with the students the various linguistic
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aspects and help them in summarizing the programme and also evaluate
the student's performance through the assignments.

Tape Recorder is another effective recording device that calls
for the use of auditor senses to convey the educational message to the
leamers. It can be used to record a taUq a story, a one act play and
pronunciations of different words, shucture of sentences, a lesson on
grammar and composition. Modern market is full of so many cassettes

ofgood pronunciation, prose readings, recitation, stress, Intonation etc.
They can be used for teaching the students how to recite poem and how

- to read a prose passage correctly. It is a useful instrument for self
examination; self criticism and self education because through tape
recorder students can hear their own recorded voice and play it back.
This they can get a clear perception of how and why they make errors.
The use of recording is of great help in learning forergn languages. In the
Modern Language Department ofthe University of Edinburgh, students
are provided with records of their own reading of a passage in foreign
language and educated natives reading of the same passage to enable
them to rcalizn the differences between the readings. Tape recorder can
be also used in preparing recorded educational programs, seminars etc
organized in the institution.

Record Player is another instructional aid in English teaching.
One of the most important uses of the record player is the of Lingua
phone records prepared by the British council based on books like 'Better
Spoken English' which give useful exercises in simple English and have
short and interesting poems making use ofdifferentvowel and consonant
clusters. There are also exercises based on intonation, sfress and rhythm
of words on speech. Ateacher of English can exploit these records for
acquiring exercises. Record player is described as talking textbooks which
spares gramophone lingua phone and headphone. This aid can be used
for evoking positive love for music, for teaching songs, recitation of some
poems and drilling of some points and stanzas. Famous speeches may
also be heard by pupils while sitting in their classes.

Head phones are used in the laboratories where each sfudent
is connected with the main device and he gets personalized individual
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are provided with records of their own reading of a passage in foreign
language and educated natives reading of the same passage to enable
them to realize the differences between the readings. Tape recorder can
be also used in preparing recorded educational programs, seminars etc
organized in ttre institution.

Record Player is another instructional aid in English teaching.
One of the most important uses of the record player is the of Lingua
phone records prepared by the British council based on books like 'Better
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service which help him develop language skills automatically. Lingua
phone is also used to teach grarnmatical structure poetry, usage etc. It is
gratifring to note that institute of members British Libraries, CIEFL of
Hyderabad have prepared audio aids to improve spoken English.

Cinema is an important audio visual aid. Aresourceful teacher
can exploit this aid to show the facts, actions, skills, emotions and
background information to develop critical thinking power and stimulate
emotions among stimulate emotions among students. Films form avery
powerful mass media, teaching offeredthroughthem is more interesting
more exciting effective and enduring. Hobbes has said, 'The eye brings
knowledge betterthanthe ear'. This statement shows the importance of
education through films.

Television as a language teaching aid can create greater variety
ofsituations than the teachers can. It provides an opportunity to a large
number of pupils to learn from a single experienced teacher and a good
television provides a model of correct speech not only to the pupils but
also to a teacher. An innovative project in TV the SITE (Satellite
Instrumental Television Project Experiment) was launched during the
year 1976. TV programs produced bythe Doordarshan and ISRO were
telecast in 2400 selected villages of six states. The UGCA.ISAI education
TV project also known as country wide classroom was inaugurated on
l5ftAugust 1984.

The planning and production systematically managed by UGC have aimed
at improving the quality ofhigher education to create a dynamic classroom
situation. Television in English language teaching can help oral teaching
by showing the great English classes which have been made into great
fihns to inculcate interest among its young audience to learn English.

Film strips projector is more flexible than cinema. It is used
on a slide projector and film strip projectors. Many college teachers are
familiar with the use of slides and film strips. Pictures, stnrctures oftree
diagrams and charts placed on a slide can be magnified when these
slides and projected on the screen with the help of a slide projector.

Over Eead Projector: in this device the teacher writes on the
transparent plastic film as he faces the class. The writing gets projected
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on the screen behind him. The bright image and enlargement facility of
OHP helps a teacher to write and demonstrate the writing to the class. It
hones the pronunciation skills, develop vocabulary in much the same

way as on the chalkboard to show and develop substitution table etc.

LCD Projector (Liquid Crystal Display) occupies the unique
position in the teaching ofa foreign language like English. It can make it
study easy and interesting as it works through computer, its functioning
is easy. We can use internet and computer software for English language

teaching. Computers with access to internet and other educational
software and language laboratories definitely make excellent teaching
tools especially in teaching language.

Computer with multimedia software on pronunciation,
vocabulary, grammar, composition can provide repea.tedwith drill exercises
patterns .due to the novelty in animated graphics and problems solving
techniques, computers motivate the learners to go beyond the point of
initial mastery and practices actively.

Computer gives individual attention to the leamers and it offers instnrctional
tasks to let him master prerequisite skills at a speed and level dictated by
his own needs.

So learning becomes more student centered than the teacher
centered .the video materials can bring natural and contentment rich
linguistic and cultural material to the leaner. Internet enables internet to
access authentic news and literature in the Target language which can
reflect current cultural changes more effectively than printed sources.

Computer can help in interacting and analyzing student erroni .i.e. the
sfudent's responses can be recorded and stored which can be reviewed,
analyzed by teachers and corrective measures can be suggested. In many
areas level students are introduced to ttre internet word processing and
other computer programs.

Power Point Presentations: quite often we see PPT
presentations in seminars and conferences. It provides visual interest
and guidance. The teacher can give PPTs for essential roles and provide
students the slides using the handouts option. This will prevent students
from simply copying the roles from the board. Rather they can listen to
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teacher's comments on the topic .The design options and pictures
encourage students for self expression and creativity.A language
laboratory is a recent innovation in teaching different languages .A says,
language laboratory facilitate foreign language learning effectively than
is wholly possible without it. In the laboratory we specially install tables
with computers, headsets, tape recorders and internet laboratory
.language laboratory relieves the teacher of the task of providing linguistic
models of speech himself. Secondly, in a single period each student will
have enough listening and speaking practices. It enables students to make
self corrections by listening to the correct responses on the tape or
headphones.

Thus we find that different types of aids have their marked
value in the teaching leaming process. In fact technolory will not replace
the language teachers but if used creatively will relieve them oftedious
tasks and will enable students to receive individualized attention from
the teachers and machines to a degree that has hitherto been impossible.
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